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Anderson suggested that the temperature dependence of the normal-state Hall coefficient in the highcomes from two distinct relaxation rates: a longitudinal relaxation rate (~,, ) due to
holon-spinon scattering and a transverse relaxation rate (~H ) due to spinon-spinon scattering. A generalized Drude model that incorporates these magnetic-Seld-induced
anisotropy in charge-relaxation
rates yields another possible signature of Anderson's conjecture: cyclotron resonance at co=co, ~H/~„,
where co, is the cyclotron frequency. We discuss the feasibility of observing this new signature.

T, superconductors

The observed temperature
of the
( T) dependence
normal-state dc resistivity (p~, ) and Hall coefficient (RH )
of the high-T, superconductors demonstrates an apparent inconsistency that remains diScult to explain. pd,
increases linearly with T,
and far-infrared measurements
have shown unambiguously
that a linear Tdependent scattering rate (r ) is responsible for this behavior. Since pd, =(m/ne )r ', where m is the effective
mass and n is the density of the charge carrier, the farinfrared results imply that the ratio m/n must be constant. The inconsistency lies in the explanation of the
Hall data based on a one-band Drude model. In this
model, R~0-(m/ne )co„co, is the cyclotron frequency
given by co, =eB/m. Combined with the analysis of the
resistivity' and far-infrared data,
the model suggests
that RH must be T independent, whereas experiments
find RH decreasing with a rise in T. However, strong evidence exists against other scenarios based on multiple
Drude bands or magnetic skew-scattering
mechanisms.
Assuming that the one-band Drude model is correct, one
is inevitably led to an unusual but interesting possibility:
a T-dependent cyclotron mass that is distinct from the
longitudinal transport mass.
Anderson proposed a certain class of strongly correlated one-band system in two dimensions (putatively
claimed a Luttinger liquid) as the relevant model for the
high-T, superconductors. Recently it was hypothesized'
that the observed temperature dependences of pd, and RH
are experimental signatures of the characteristic spincharge separation in this two-dimensional (2D) system.
The spin-charge separation arises from an unusual interaction between the spinon (+A'/2 spin but no charge)
and the holon (+e charge but no spin), a kind of "statistical interaction" due to an analogue of the Pauli restriction on the states occupied by an up spinon and a down
spinon.
This unconventional spinon-holon interaction
is believed to be responsible for all of the observed anomalous normal-state properties of the high-T, superconductors.
Spin-charge separation
is not unique to
Anderson's theory, however, as it also appears in gaugetheory models'
of the cuprates. What distinguishes
Anderson's theory from the latter models is the behavior
of the spinon in a Luttinger liquid. '
The spinon is
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similar to ordinary Fermion quasiparticles and forms a
of the
pseudo-Fermi surface. Anderson's explanation'
mutually inconsistent pd, and RH data is based on the
way an applied field couples to the spinon-holon interaction. In essence, an applied field is coupled to the
spinon-holon interaction only if it changes the distribution and occupation of states in the vicinity of the spinon
pseudo-Fermi surface. Such an effect is caused by an applied electric field (E) as it translates the spinon pseudoFermi surface. This effect leads to the coupling of E to
the spinon-holon interaction. On the other hand, an applied magnetic field (B}only causes a rotation of the spinon pseudo-Fermi surface so that B will not couple to the
spinon-holon
interaction.
a Luttinger
Consequently,
liquid in crossed electric and magnetic fields should manifest an anisotropic transport behavior.
Longitudinal
transport (parallel to E) properties will be governed by
the unconventional spinon-holon scattering, while transverse transport (perpendicular to E, due to v XB) properties will be determined by a more conventional spinonspinon scattering (which is analogous to electron-electron
scattering in a Fermi liquid}. '
An outcome of this unique behavior of a Luttinger
liquid in the presence of crossed electric and magnetic
fields is an anomalous longitudinal relaxation rate (r,, '),
determined by holon-spinon scattering, that is distinct
from a more conventional transverse relaxation rate
(rH ), which is due to spinon-spinon scattering. Theoretical calculations'
and phenomenological models' of
the normal state of high-T, superconductors have shown
that Rr '=tA, k+T and experiments
yield A, =2 —3. In
'
to
Fermi-liquid
Anderson
proposed'
analogy
theory,
that fivH' —-(kz T) /J +fir ', where r ' is the scattering
rate due to static magnetic impurities and is the antiferromagnetic exchange energy which is Anderson's estimate for the spinon bandwidth. An incisive probe of the
transverse relaxation rate is the T dependence of the Hall
angle 8H (cot8H p~, /RH in a one-band Drude model)
Anderson's picture predicts a definite and experimentally
verifiable signature of the T dependence of cotOH. Note
that
in
the
conventional
quasiparticle
picture
model
cot80 =(co,r„) ' ~ T, while in Anderson's
cot8H = (co, rH ) ' ~ T . The evaluation of the Hall angle
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and calculafrom recent Hall-efFect measurements'
data
tions from previously published magnetotransport
confirmed the T dependence of cotO&. Furthermore,
the analysis succeeded in correlating the variation of the
temperature dependence of RH found in various samples
to the presence of static impurities.
This new perspective of the normal-state magnetotransport in the high-T, superconductors led us to search
for additional experimental signatures that would provide
further corroboration to Anderson's conjecture. In this
paper, we consider a model of a free carrier with distinct
longitudinal and transverse transport properties in the
presence of crossed electric and magnetic fields. We
derive the ac-magnetoconductivity
tensor 0(co) from a
extension of the Drude model which
phenomenological
these magnetic-field-induced
incorporated
anisotropic
transport behavior. We arrived at an interesting new result:
resonance
will
be observed
at
cyclotron
co=co 7 H/7
We discuss the feasibility of observing this
novel feature.
In the Drude model, the equation of motion for a
charge in the presence of an external electric and magnetic field is given by
z.

expressions for the current density,
the longitudinal (a„„and a } and transverse (a„~ and a
components of the ac conductivity
tensor cr are easily derived from Eq. (1) as

ing the well-known

J=cr E=nev,
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which explicitly shows the longitudinal and transverseHall electric-field components. (E„,E ) and (v„, v ) are
the x and y components of E and v, respectively. Note
that we intentionally excluded the z-axis components in
Eq. (2) (and in all subsequent equations), since the main
effect of the magnetic field is restricted within the xy
plane. We extend Eq. (1) to a model of a free carrier with
distinct longitudinal and transverse transport properties
by hypothesizing a mobility tensor,
p;z =e

+'Oxy~
—

j=l

where @=ed/m is the mobility and v; is the ith component of the velocity of the moving charge. For B=Bz,
the electric-field matrix g,~ is given by

r„/m„rH /m„
rH /mH

(3)

r«/m «

which represents the longitudinal and transverse transport mobilities of the free carrier. Defined this way, p;.
allows for the possibility that the transport (m„) and cyclotron (mH) masses are also different. In the present
phenomenological model, v;, and p," replaces ~ and p, respectively, in Eq. (1). We emphasize that the subsequent
term inside the summation in Eq. (1) is a product of the
corresponding matrix elements of p," and g, This is imposed by the requirement that the extended model recovers Eq. (1) for 7z =7H and m„=mH. It is straightforward to check that these modifications to the Drude
anisotropic transmodel mimic a magnetic-field-induced
port behavior, which, as discussed above, Anderson
claimed' to be operational in the cuprates.
' ',
and usWith an applied ac electric field, E(t)=Ee

".

(4b)

)

For co =0, inserting the generally accepted linear- T
dependence of r« ' (Refs. 3 —5) and Anderson's suggested
form' for rH' in Eqs. (4a) and (4b) yields T-dependent
expressions for pd, and RH which are in agreement with
measurements.
Also, the dc results
magnetotransport
'
are, qualitatively, consistent with Anderson's model.
Furthermore, it is easy to verify that for v„=~H and
m„=mH, Eqs. (4a) and (4b) reduce to expressions for
the conventional Drude model.
The most interesting result is for finite frequency. For
circularly polarized light, E=E„+iE, the two modes
are given by
in the system
that can propagate
Oxx

dU;

)

(4a)

(ne'/m„)

co+co& 7H

/7 zz+t /7

(5)
zz

where the minus and plus refer to cyclotron-resonance(CRI)
active (CRA) and cyclotron-resonance-inactive
modes, respectively. Equation (5) predicts that cyclotron
resonance will be observed at co=co, rH/r«with a width
given by I lr« One can .possibly understand these results
within the context of Anderson's theory' by noting that
the spinon by itself will not manifest cyclotron resonance,
since it has no charge. Rather, it is the unusual spinonholon interaction that allows for the cyclotron motion of
the spinon. Within this picture, the cyclotron lifetime
must then be associated with v„. The new cyclotron frequency can be viewed as arising from the renormalization
of the spinon mass by the unconventional spinon-holon

interaction, i.e. , m~ = mH~„/~H.
In general, v.„and ~H are both T and co dependent. Inmeasurements
along with
and transport'
frared '
proposed models' ' for the normal-state properties of the
'
high-T, superconductors concurs that r, , cc max[n. T, co].
that the transverse
Following Anderson's suggestion'
transport properties are due to Fermi-liquid-like scatter' We now
mx[a(m. T),
]co/J.
ing between spinons, rH'0discuss the feasibility of observing the new experimental
signatures of cyclotron resonance derived from Eq. (5) at
the two limiting cases. In the model calculations
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the dielectric function used to
is
reflectance
and
transmittance
the
calculate
e(co)=e +4nia(co)/co, where a(co) is given by Eq. (5}.
The parameters used were chosen from typical values
data (for co~
and infrared
suggested by resistivity'
of the magnon peak (for
and A, «), Raman measurements
coefficient of the T -dependent
J), and the reported'
term in cotOH (for A. H} of various high-T, superconduc-

'

tors.
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FIG. 1. Model calculation of helicon propagation in the
high-temperature limit (~T )&co). The sample thickness used in
the calculation is 0. 1 mm.
A. High-temperature limit (m T && co)
In this case, rt, '=nA, „(nT} and gH'=~gH(~T)~/J,
where A, „and A, H are the coupling strengths of the

spinon-holon and spinon-spinon interactions, respectively. Substituting these expressions for the two relaxation
frerates in Eq. (5), we find that cyclotron-resonance
quency is at co„,=co, (JA, „/mA, HT). Also, according to
is given
condition
by
Eq. (5), the resonance
that
ordinarily cyNote
co, sH=co, J/[nA&(mT)
clotron resonance in the cuprates will be difBcult to
detect, since the estimated cyclotron mass is a few times
m„ leading to values of co, at microwave frequencies and
However, contrary to these conventional exco, ~H
pectations, our new results suggest that co, (which is
~ J/T) and to, rH (which is ~ J/T ) are both rescaled to
higher values at low temperatures (T
perhaps due
to the above-mentioned mass-renormalization effect. The
possibility of observing cyclotron resonance in the cuprates at low temperatures was also pointed out by Chien
et al. ' ' ' from their analysis of the Hall data.
The experimental condition u((mT in this limit is
favorable for observation of helicon propagation
in the
high-T, superconductors at very low frequencies. Model
calculations for such helicon wave propagation in the
cyclotron-resonance-active
mode are shown in Fig. 1.
The peaks are the dimensional helicon resonances that
satisfy the Fabry-Perot interference condition NA, /2=d,
where N is an integer, d is the sample thickness, and
A, =2m/a,
with a=co ( / co~)to'~ . In earlier studies of
helicon propagation in semiconductors,
the envelope
function that determines the height of the different peaks
depends strongly on the details of the relaxation mechanism. Therefore, helicon experiments may provide an alternative way of verifying the low-frequency relaxation
processes in the high-T, superconductors.

)))1.

-1.

«J),

temperature
co

—(co J)

limit (mT

«co).

in the lowThe arrows mark the position of

B. Low-temperature

limit

(~T &&co)

In this case, ~t, '=n. A, „co and rH'=nA, Hco /J. .Equathe
resonance
for
tion
frequency
(5} yields
to„,=(A,,+co, /A, H)' . Aside from scaling the cyclotron
energy to easily accessible far-infrared frequencies, the
present result predicts a B' dependence of the resonance frequency, in contrast with the usual linear-B
dependence. The calculated reflectance shown in Fig. 2
this behavior.
demonstrates
Note the characteristic
linear decrease in reflectance at zero magnetic field as the
frequency is increased. With the magnetic field, a substantial absorption can be seen at low frequencies with an
mode.
onset near co„, for the cyclotron-resonance-active
For the cyclotron-resonance-inactive
mode, the lowfrequency absorption is absent, and the onset of the linear
drop in reflectance shifts upward with increasing magnet-

ic field.
An ideal system for observing the novel efFects predicted above is a clean cuprate superconductor with very low
T, . Model calculations, which include contributions due
to static impurities, suggest that the above-mentioned
features may be observed in samples with T, ~ 30 K and
are
Possible
candidate
systems
pd, & 10pQ cm.
Bi2Sr2Cu06 and La2 „Sr„Cu04.
To conclude, we have examined in this work the consequences of a Drude model of a free carrier with distinct
longitudinal and transverse transport properties induced
by a magnetic field. We predict two definite experimental
signatures of this model: (1) rescaling of to, to higher frequencies, and (2) 8'~2 dependence of co„, in the lowtemperature limit. We speculate that these efFects are due
to the renormalization of the cyclotron mass by some unconventional interaction (perhaps the spinon mass by the
spinon-holon interaction). Experimental verification of
these cyclotron-resonance
effects may provide indirect
evidence of spin-charge separation in the high-T, super-

conductors.
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